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Professional medical interpreter including 3+ years of expertise in facilitating effective cross-
cultural communication between English, Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu. My career has been a journey of
linguistic finesse and cultural empathy, allowing me to excel in medical industry,. My commitment
to upholding the highest standards of accuracy, confidentiality, and professionalism sets me apart.
I am ready to leverage my skills to elevate your team's language services to new heights.
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Emaan Ali
I n t e r p r e t e r  |  T r a n s l a t o r  

Fluent in Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi, I'm an accomplished language translator with
a proven record of conveying messages accurately and preserving cultural
nuances specifically in medical field . My translations go beyond words, capturing
the true essence of texts while bridging linguistic divides.

Experienced call center professional with a proven track record of delivering top-tier
customer service. Skilled in handling inquiries, resolving issues, and ensuring positive
customer interactions. Adaptable and committed to maintaining high service standards in
fast-paced environments. Ready to contribute to a customer-focused team.

My journey as a medical interpreter has been marked by a relentless pursuit of excellence.
Whether it's enabling crucial discussions in healthcare. I am poised to play a pivotal role in
breaking down language barriers and fostering understanding. I look forward to contributing
my expertise to your team or organization, making every interaction an extraordinary cross-
cultural experience.

Experienced and skilled medical interpreter fluent in Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi, with a
proven track record of facilitating effective communication and cultural understanding.
Dedicated to bridging language barriers and providing accurate interpretations in
diverse settings. Seeking opportunities to utilize my language proficiency and
interpersonal skills to facilitate seamless communication between individuals and
organizations.

Medical Interpreter and translator 

Call center representative 

 Interpreter and Translator 

Interpreter and Translator 

2022-Present 
TransPerfect

2021- 2023
Tarjimly l USA

2023 - Present
Future Group l Cairo I Egypt 

2020 - 2022
SuperTech Solutions l Pakiatan

Bachelors in Computer Sc.

Intermediate in Computer Sc.

2022-2026

FAST NUCES 

2020-2022

Punjab group of colleges 

Trilingual Proficiency

Professionalism

Ethical Conduct

Cultural Senstivity

Experience

Empathy and Communication
Skills
Reliability

PISCIlanguage proficiency Certification

HIPPA Compliance Certification 

ALTA Medical Interpretation
Certification 

60 hours Interpretation training 
Recognition Certificate from UNHCR

English Fluent 

Fluency is just the beginning – I am an accomplished medical interpreter, proficient in
Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi, offering a proven history of masterfully navigating linguistic
and cultural landscapes. My career is defined by a passion for transcending language
barriers and promoting cultural harmony. With a sterling reputation for delivering
precise and culturally sensitive interpretations, I have been instrumental in fostering
understanding across diverse contexts. 

Translator 

2021 - 2022
Klanorians l UK

Punjabi Native 

Urdu Native 
Hindi Fluent

Fluent in Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi, I'm an accomplished language interpretation
with a proven record of conveying messages accurately and preserving cultural
nuances specifically in medical field . 

Interpreter 

2023 - Present
Language bridge | USA

Fluent in Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi, I'm an accomplished language
interpretation with a proven record of conveying messages accurately
and preserving cultural nuances.

Interpreter 

2022 -  Present 
Multilingual interpreters  | USA


